
Hello everybody! Welcome back to Wacky Wednesday! You should be able to discern what
today’s article is about simply by virtue of the cover image, but just in case you can’t…
You know those big scary men from those horror films you’ve seen? What if, and this is just
a hypothetical, what if you were single and ready to mingle, but only with serial killers,
undead momma’s boys, and nightmare weirdos. If you meet those very specific
requirements, you’re in luck, because here’s a comprehensive list of the pros and cons of
embarking on a long, emotional journey with one of these sexy, very available singles.



Jason Voorhees

This is a very good idea if you like the strong, silent type. Jason literally never speaks. Like
ever. But one thing he can be is a shoulder to cry on. He just won’t comfort you verbally. Like
I said, strong and silent. If you like swimming, I have good news! So does Jason… well he’s
good at it, but he might be a little scared. He died as a child by drowning, you see.

Some other things that might be useful to know is that he might disappear on you
randomly. Not for long periods of time, but like minutes or hours. Stealthily. He’s also really
fast. If you’re sad, he might appear out of nowhere to give you some hot chocolate or a
teddy bear. He also really likes animals, so if you wanted to get a cat or a dog, he wouldn’t
have any protests.

One drawback, besides the fact that he’s a murderer, is the fact that he won’t stop thinking
about his mom. She’s the only person who ever really loved him. He’s a very affectionate
person, as demonstrated by the fact that he still keeps his mom’s severed head (which
might have to be placed in your house somewhere if you decide to move in with him, which
would probably stink) with him at all times.

Another thing is that if this is a long-long-term relationship, Jason will far exceed your
lifespan. He legit cannot die, which means dating Jason is like owning a turtle. You will



always die before he does. Also, the police might investigate your neighborhood at some
point because teenagers have been disappearing near the area.

That strong, silent type nature might lead to communication issues, as well. He literally
never speaks, as I’ve said before. Communication is a key facet of any relationship, and if
Jason can’t do that, how healthy will this relationship really be?

All in all, however, his fierce protectiveness and affectionate, devoted nature is more of a
benefit than a con. He would defend you if he truly cared about you, and if you really hate
someone, get prepared to move out of where you’re currently living, because he might do
something rash about it.

Addressing the communication issues, he could learn some form of sign language, which
might help him express some of his frustration if not verbally, then at least linguistically in
some form or another.

For me, Jason Voorhees is probably a 8/10 on the datability scale.

Freddy Krueger



The man of your dreams! He’ll haunt your nightmares! Change your reality! Maybe kill your
friends! Don’t trust him! He’s kind of a weirdo!

Ok, Freddy is a strange case, because of his inherently supernatural nature. He legit has
magic powers. He can cause the easiest lucid dreaming of your life, as long as you don’t
mind a little blood and gore, and trauma. He also has an awesome song that could cause
nightmares completely separate from the ones he’ll cause with his magic powers.

Freddy’s main gimmick is that he mainly exists in a dream world, and when pulled into the
real world, he’s just a normal fella. A normal fella with a weird knife glove, but still. And if
you die in the dream, you die in real life! Ooooooooo! Spoooooky!

He’s also a funny dude! I guess from being undead and nigh unkillable, a certain dark
humor naturally coalesces. He is a burn victim, which means there’s some therapy that
might need to occur. Heck, therapy probably needs to happen to all of these guys. They’re all
deeply messed up.

One of the positives of Krueger’s whole being is his intense and stylish drip. He could lend
you his sweaters. He’s also got a cool hat, and he made that weird knife glove himself!

Aww, he’s an artist! He could fix up a house! Don’t check under the floorboards, you’ll find
worse than a beating heart. Your house will also have to have a boiler room. That’s just his
particular hangout spot. He likes it.

And if you need something that’s across the room? Go-go-Freddy extending arms! He can
grab it for you!

Some cons. He kills children. That’s the whole reason he was set on fire in the first place.
Kids are probably out of the question. He doesn’t like them. He’s also weirdly sadistic, and
probably wouldn’t be very sensitive to your needs and wants. He’s really mean, is what I’m
trying to get across.

You might also never know what’s real and what’s fake. Both relationship-wise and
reality-wise. It would be really easy for him to pull the wool over your eyes. Like really easy.
Why wouldn’t he just lie to you constantly?

And he probably would! He’s not a very nice man, even if you put aside all the killing like we
did for Jason. But if you could crack through the acidic, burned exterior and make him truly
happy for the first time in his life, he’d be eternally grateful.



However, the drawback of him being super mean and a big ol’ jerk is a little too much to
ignore.

For me, Freddy Krueger is probably a 6.5/10 on the datability scale.

Michael Myers

He really hates his sister. He really does. If you want to gaze lovingly into the Blackest Eyes,
you’ll have to get over him constantly stabbing pictures of a woman you’ve never met.
Sorry.

But anyway. Michael Myers. The Shape. Is he the right Shape for your heart? Let’s find out.
Unlike with Jason, his familial devotion is psychologically imposed. That sister he hates?
Might not even be his real sister. And he has no other interests, other than killing, killing,
and killing some more. He never rests, never sleeps.

He’s emotionally unavailable. That seems like an anticlimactic flaw, after describing the
ritualistic, methodical wave of murder he brings without end. But he really is. There’s
nothing, at least no compassion, behind the mask.



There’s hatred, and then there’s this guy. He transcends hatred into something unstoppable,
unkillable, and almost inhuman.

He doesn’t have an understanding of pain. He’s a sociopath. He killed his big sister when he
was 6.

Thanksgiving dinners are going to be awkward, is all I’m saying.

He, out of all of these guys, is the one that’s going to need the most therapy. However, he has
killed the only licensed therapist that could help him.

I don’t know if there’s a dictionary definition of a lost cause, but I feel like if you looked up
that word in the Merriam-Webster dictionary, it would just be a picture of Michael Myers.

I mean, he’s good with a knife, I guess? He could cook something for you?

With Michael Myers, there would be no such thing as a peaceful separation. If you tried to
break up with him, he’d peacefully separate your head from the rest of your body. Or he’d
wait 20 years and come back to your house to kill you.

Y’know, I just realized something. There really aren’t any positives.

For me, Michael Myers is probably a 3.5/10 on the datability scale.

---

Hey! Thanks for reading whatever this was! If you enjoyed, please… I dunno, read more
stuff I’ve written?

Thanks,

DMN Writer,
Cameron


